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Iconeme, a new technology and design company from the people behind Universal Display, has

launched a product that allows retailers to communicate with customers via their smartphones

as they browse items on display in shop windows and in store. 

Housed inside a mannequin or display unit, VMBeacon transmits information that has been

programmed by the retailer via a secure web portal. When a customer with an enabled

smartphone app is within a 100m range of the device, they will receive an automatic alert about

the content they can access, such as details about clothes and accessories on display. 

'The Internet of Things and beacon technology has been gaining momentum over the last few

years but we are yet to see its practical and widespread use in retail outlets,' says Iconeme co-

founder, Jonathan Berlin. 'Installing this technology in mannequins ensures it occupies a prime

location and an ideal focus-point for shoppers, whether they are in the store itself or just
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passing by the window.'

The retailer can choose what information is made available and also has access to analytic

reports to gain customer insight.

The technology will be presented at the VM & Display Show in London from 29 April to 1 May

2014.

 

Retail Focus offers an insightful and timely mix of retail design news, projects, opinions,

interviews and feature articles for those professionals working in this highly innovative and

creative sector.

Read the latest issue of Retail Focus magazine here
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